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accepted by the great European intelligentsia, the philosophers
(although Joseph had no liking for the philosophes himself)
and the reading public, as one of the grand souverains edairfa,
as a peer of Frederick II and Catherine II. The Austrians took
him to their heart, to fill the place left by the death of Maria
Theresa. He kept his mother's experienced counsellor, the
Chancellor, Prince Kaunitz, to whom the Prince de Ligne
declared, " Votre grande politique est la veritf"1 The Austrian
aristocracy found Joseph II too simple, too ascetic, and a little
too firm-willed for them; but the growing bourgeoisie loved him
for his unaffected manners, his family affection, his frankness,
approachability, and simple way of life. If he was tolerant in
religion, though Catholic, so were they; if he interfered with
the opera and gave famous musicians instructions and advice,
they were pleased with this genuine interest in Vienna's chief
art.
The proper method of governing Austria was an enigma
which only two or three statesmen made serious efforts to
solve—Joseph II in the late eighteenth century, Schwarzenberg
and Bach in the middle nineteenth, Beust in the seventh decade
of the nineteenth, and in the twentieth century the unfortunate
Franz Ferdinand d'Este, who was assassinated at Sarajevo.
Joseph's plan was to abolish all the old feudal differences
between the various Austrian states, and to convert them
into simple provinces, with uniform local administrations,
controlled centrally from Vienna. It was the system which
the pre-Revolution monarchy endeavoured to achieve in
France, and (as in Joseph's scheme also) without the help of
any representative assembly or Parliament. Joseph carried his
scheme into effect, amid strong opposition; and although
modified after his death, it remained, substantially, the system
as administered by the Viennese bureaucracy down to 1848.
A permanent addition to the Austrian system was the suc-
cessful completion of a code of law for aU the Austrian Crown
lands (not Hungary), begun in the early years of the eighteenth
century, finished and published under Joseph II in 1786.
1 Prince de Ligne, pp. a*., vol. i, p* 143.

